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Abstract  

Coral bleaching is the phenotype of coral-dinoflagellate -dysbiosis whereby corals lose 

their tissue colouration, due to the loss of symbiotic dinoflagellate cells that support the 

holobiont through photosynthesis. These symbionts are expelled under stress which 

often leads to starvation of reef-building corals entailing the loss of coral reefs 

worldwide. This thesis utilised Porites sp. fragments from two distinct reef sites of 

Racha Island (Thailand) that feature known differences of bleaching susceptibility, to 

(A) compare three coral bleaching quantification techniques (visual assessment of 

tissue pigmentation vs. image analysis vs. qRT-PCR-based assessment of 

host:symbiont cell abundance) and (B) investigate the question of who of the two 

partners, the host or the symbiont, experiences stress first and initiates the bleaching 

process. Findings show that (A) a qPCR assessment of host:symbiont cell ratios 

correlated significantly with the results of the image-based and visual assessment 

using the Coral Health Chart demonstrating that all assessment methods deliver valid 

results. Image analysis was the most sensitive method with the trade-off of being very 

time and effort consuming if not automatised. Additionally, a lesson learned was that 

careful adjustment of lighting conditions and solid replication will be essential to ensure 

high accuracy and sensitivity of the method, which is likely only achieved in a laboratory 

setting. (B) Gene expression analysis showed that symbiont heat shock protein 

(HSP70) did not respond to heat exposure, but the host did (HSP16), hinting at the 

coral host as the culprit behind the initiation of coral bleaching. Additionally, a trend in 

upregulation of the immunity gene SPON-2 was observed in bleaching susceptible 

east shore corals, suggesting that the coral immune response was associated with the 

expulsion of symbionts. Furthermore, qPCR stress response analysis revealed 

significant post-heat stress upregulation of host heat shock protein HSP16 expression 

for west shore corals and solute carrier SLC26 expression for east shore corals 

suggesting these two genes as potential biomarkers for acute heat stress, which is the 

main cause for coral bleaching. 
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Korallenbleiche ist der Phänotyp der Dysbiose zwischen Korallen und 

Dinoflagellaten, bei dem die Korallen ihre Farbenpracht durch den Verlust von 

symbiotischen Dinoflagellaten verlieren, die den Holobiont sonst durch Photosynthese 

unterstützen würden. Diese Symbionten werden unter Stress ausgestoßen, was 

weltweit ohne Veränderung der Zustände oder Intervention, das Verhungern von 

riffbildenden Korallen zur Folge hat. Diese Thesis verwendet Porites sp. Fragmente 

von zwei verschiedenen Riffstandorten auf der Insel Racha in Thailand, wo 

Unterschiede in der Anfälligkeit für Korallenbleiche bekannt sind, um (A) drei Methoden 

zur Quantifizierung der Korallenbleiche zu vergleichen (visuelle Bewertung vs. 

Bildanalyse vs. qRT-PCR für Zellverhältnis zwischen Wirt und Symbiont) und (B) die 

Frage zu untersuchen von wem der beiden Partner, der Wirt oder der Symbiont, zuerst 

Stress erfährt und den Bleichprozess einleitet. Diese Thesis zeigte, dass (A) der 

qPCR-Assay signifikant mit den Ergebnissen der fotobasierten und visuellen 

Bewertung (Verwendung des Coral Health Chart) korrelierte, was zeigt, dass alle 

Bewertungsmethoden begründete Resultate liefern. Die Bildanalyse war die 

sensitivste Methode, die sich jedoch als sehr zeit- und arbeitsaufwendig 

herausstellt, sollte sie nicht automatisiert werden. Darüber hinaus wurde 

festgestellt, dass eine sorgfältige Anpassung der Lichtverhältnisse und eine solide 

Nachbildung der aufgenommenen Fotos unerlässlich ist, um eine hohe Genauigkeit 

und Empfindlichkeit der Methode zu gewährleisten, die jedoch nur in einer 

Laborumgebung vollends gewährleistet werden kann. (B) Die Genexpressionsanalyse 

von Hitzeschock-Proteinen zeigte, dass die Symbionten (HSP70) im Gegensatz zum 

Wirt (HSP16) nicht auf Hitzeeinwirkung reagierten, was vermuten lassen könnte, dass 

die Korallen die Schuldigen für die Einleitung der Korallenbleiche seien. Darüber 

hinaus wurde ein Trend in der Hochregulation des Immunitätsgens SPON 2 für die 

bleich-anfälligeren Korallen der Ostküste beobachtet, was darauf hindeutet, dass das 

Ausstoßen von Symbionten mit der Immunantwort der Korallen assoziiert ist. 

Zusätzlich ergab die qPCR-Stressantwortanalyse eine signifikante Hochregulierung 

der HSP16-Expression des Wirtshitzeschockproteins für Korallen an der Westküste 

und der SLC26-Expression für Korallen an der Ostküste, was darauf hindeutet, dass 

diese beiden Gene potenzielle Biomarker für akuten Hitzestress darstellen 

könnten, was wiederum die Hauptauslöser für Korallenbleiche ist. 
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Index of Abbreviations  

  

23S-BSc Difference in Ct values between Host Actin and Symbiont cp23S 

Act Actin 

Act-BSc Difference in Ct values between Host Actin and Symbiont Actin 

BSC Bleaching Score Chart 

ct Threshold cycle 

HighVar High variability 

HSP Heat-shock Protein 

img-BSC Image-based Bleaching Score 

LowVar Low variability 

qPCR Quantitative real-time PCR 

RE Racha Island East 

RW Racha Island West 

SLC Solute carrier family  

SPON Spondin  

vis-BSc Visual Bleaching Score 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 The coral holobiont 

Reef-building corals are marine invertebrates that live in nutrient poor and tropical 

waters. At first glance they may appear like inorganic rock, but upon closer 

examination, the coral animal constitutes a colony of soft, tentacled polyps of 

translucent tissue that cover and grow upon a calcareous skeleton of past generations. 

The skeleton is the result of calcium carbonate secretion of the reef-building coral 

polyps and is the basis for the three-dimensional framework of the reef. Each living 

polyp consists of a central mouth which is surrounded by tentacles serving both for 

tactile sense, as well as for capturing food (Ruppert et al., 2004). 

Reef-building corals are considered holobionts, meaning they are an assemblage of a 

host organism and microscopic species living within or around it forming a discrete 

ecological unit (Reshef et al., 2006). These associated species are not the inhabitants 

of the reef itself, like sponges, fish, or crustaceans, but are found on a much smaller 

scale. Here, we differentiate the virome, the bacterial microbiome, and multicellular 

fungi communities (Thompson et al., 2014). Humans are another well-studied 

holobionts hosting a variety of viruses and bacteria that colonise our skin and guts and 

are suspected to cause alterations to our digestion as well as our behaviour (Parag 

Kundu et al., 2017). 

First and foremost, the most prominent member of the coral holobiont are 

photosynthetic dinoflagellate algae of the genus Symbiodinium, so called dinoflagellate 

(LaJeunesse et al., 2018). These are typically classified into clades (e.g., A-I) due to 

molecular, morphological, physiological, and ecological differences. Those algae live 

within the translucent coral tissue (Fig. 1) (Thornhill et al., 2017). They are not only 

responsible for the brownish colour of the coral tissues, but also ensure holobiont 

functioning. Dinoflagellate provide energy by supplying photosynthetic products, 

including amino acids, glucose, and glycerol, in exchange for the coral polyp´s carbon 

dioxide and nitrogenous waste, rendering the coral deeply reliant on a functioning 

symbiosis (Davy et al., 2012).  
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of coral polyps sitting on top of their clacareous skeleton and 
endosymbiotic dinoflagellate living within their outer tissue. (Adopted from: Why Are Your Corals Not 
Growing? | The Beginners Reef, 2020) 

1.2 Coral Bleaching 

Coral bleaching is a coral stress response and describes the state of dysbiosis 

whereby corals lose their colouration, due to the loss of pigments and dinoflagellate 

cells that typically live in symbiosis with corals. Under stress, these symbionts are 

expelled from the coral tissue, leaving the coral host behind, deprived of its primary 

food source. The coral tissue turns pale, and the holobiont remains more susceptible 

to disease. Corals can recover from bleaching when dinoflagellate re-enter the coral 

tissue. However, the lack of their essential source of energy for a prolonged time will 

cause the coral polyps to starve, leaving behind calcified skeletons, which will erode in 

the long run (Olguín‐López et al., 2018). Coral bleaching is caused by 

pollution, overexposure to sunlight, extreme low tides, and especially changes in 

ocean temperature, either too low or too high (Brown, 1997). Man-made climate 

change is the main trigger for coral bleaching which is the coral holobiont response to 

stress. 

Severe global mass bleaching events occurred between the 1990ies and today, and 

the successive decline in coral reefs affects us humans in multiple ways (Olguín‐López 

et al., 2018). The decrease in biodiversity through habitat loss not only decreases 

ecological stability but also hinders the search for new biological compounds for 

medical and industrial use. A loss of coral reefs means a significant decrease of 

incomes from fisheries and tourism, further disrupting the sustenance of coastal 

communities (Spalding et al., 2017; Tourism and Recreational Impacts | Reef 

Resilience, 2020). 
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1.3 Reef rehabilitation efforts  

Solutions to counteract the rapid reef decline by supporting coral reef health, retain 

abundance of reef-building corals, and biodiversity, are under development. This can 

be done, for instance, by coral gardening, via collection and rehabilitation of naturally 

broken off coral fragments, propagation of coral colonies, cultivation of coral larvae, or 

transplantation of living coral colonies (Lirman and Schopmeyer, 2016). Additionally, 

current research topics include the enhancement of holobiont stress resistance by 

modifying the holobiont; e.g. raising dinoflagellate in hotter conditions to create heat-

tolerant strains, or manipulation of the holobiont by microbial modifications, so called 

“coral probiotics” (Phillipe M. Rosado et al., 2019; Buerger et al., 2020). Another idea 

involves CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing to induce mutations in stress-related 

genes, but these genes have yet to be identified and verified (Cleves et al., 2018). 

1.4 Assessment of coral stress 

To advance our understanding of the mechanisms underlying coral bleaching and to 

develop innovative strategies to prevent corals from bleaching, we require the tools to 

assess coral bleaching responses rapidly and accurately. The colour of coral tissue is 

a proxy for the density of symbiont cells within the coral, and therefore an important 

indicator for coral health and can be used to acquire information about the bleaching 

state of a coral. A colour chart, such as the Coral Health Chart, is one current method 

to determine coral bleaching states by an observer assigning a ‘bleaching score‘ to the 

colour of coral fragments (Fig. 2). It has been designed and developed for fieldwork 

application and commonly finds application in field survey work when a quick 

assessment of coral bleaching states is needed. It is used to track changes in colour 

overtime by comparing the lightest, as well as the darkest area of the coral tissue, to a 

matching colour on the Coral Health Chart (Siebeck et al., 2006). This ‘bleaching score‘ 

will be referred to as visual bleaching score. Other methods of assessing coral 

holobiont health, include cells counts of dinoflagellate, pigment analysis by HPLC, or 

measuring the photosynthetic efficiency by pulse amplitude modulated fluorometry 

(Warner et al., 1999; Krediet et al., 2015; Torres-Pérez et al., 2015). 

To study coral stress responses and establish tools to measure them, this study utilises 

corals from unique coral reef sites in the Andaman Sea off the coast of Thailand, where 

they experience different environmental histories. Corals on west shore reefs of 

several islands are exposed to high environmental variability due to soliton impact, in 
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contrast to east shore corals which are sheltered from solitons (James J. Leichter et 

al., 1996; C. Jantzen et al., 2013; Wall et al., 2015). Porites sp. was chosen for this 

study. It is a genus of reef-building corals found in the respective study sites and also 

in reefs throughout the world. The data and samples analysed in this study were part 

of a heat stress experiment carried out in November 2018. This heat stress experiment 

exposed coral fragments collected on the east and west side of Racha Island to either 

an ambient or elevated temperature. This choice of study site enables to study corals 

known to have a different response to stress depending on their reef site and validate 

new methods through correlation to physiological changes.  

This thesis aims to (A) compare three coral bleaching quantification methods (visual 

assessment vs. image analysis vs. qRT-PCR) and (B) investigate the question of who 

of the two partners, the host or the symbiont, experiences stress first and initiates the 

bleaching process. The first part (A) of this thesis consists of an image-based method 

which will make use of the corals´ tissue colour, as a proxy for symbiont cell abundance 

which is a measure of the holobionts bleaching condition and therefore stability of 

symbiosis. The aim is to speed up and eventually automate the assessment of the 

holobionts bleaching state which would result in a less biased method. A protocol for 

an image-based bleaching score assessment is developed and tested against the 

visual bleaching score. In another step, the coral bleaching condition is quantified via 

qPCR by analysis of the ratio between coral and symbiont cell markers in frozen tissue 

samples. A modified method was applied where changes in symbiont abundance can 

be detected by changes in the ratio of coral to symbiont cell abundances (Kenkel et 

al., 2011). The aim is to develop a molecular assay to quantify bleaching responses 

reproducibly and retrospectively in situ. In the second part (B), expression of stress 

response genes of corals and symbionts are analysed to provide insight into the onset 

of stress responses within the holobiont during bleaching. Gene expression can inform 

us about the stress levels of the holobiont members as it is happening and before the 

onset of bleaching events which in turn can facilitate prompt actions in reef 

conservation efforts. Furthermore, insight into gene expression of hosts and symbionts 

is another step into disentangling the process of coral bleaching, discovering the 

molecular cause to the onset of dysbiosis, and possibly finding solutions to circumvent 

future bleaching events. 
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•  

Figure 2: The Coral Health Chart helps to record changes of coral tissue colour and provides a rapid 
tool for monitoring coral health at stress condition. The Coral Health Charts are based on the actual 
colours of bleached and healthy corals. Each shade corresponds to a certain density of symbionts 
present in the coral tissues. Symbiont density is directly linked to the health/stress condition of the 
coral. The hues on the chart represent the most common colours of corals. (CoralWatch, 2020) 

 

Figure 3 :Schemachtic illustration of Racha Island and the direction of the solitons affecting the west 

shore reefs of the island and causing a high environmental variability. East shore reefs, however, are 

sheltered from solitons (adopted from: © N. Pohl) 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Short-term heat stress assays 

Experiments were carried out in November 2018. Short-term heat stress assays were 

conducted to compare the phenotypic and physiological responses of coral colonies 

originating from the east and west shore sites of Racha Island (‘RE’ and ‘RW’), to 

identify their relative heat tolerance. Porites sp. fragments identified as Porites lutea 

were collected per colony using a chisel and a hammer. Within two hours fragments 

were transported inside aerated seawater aquaria to the coral facilities at Phuket 

Marine Biological Center (PMBC, Cape Panwa, Phuket, Thailand). Each fragment was 

fixed with coral glue to a ´reef plug´ before experiment start. In brief, two coral 

fragments per colony (N=26) were randomly distributed among the four experimental 

tanks heat-treated (34 °C, n=13) and ambient-treated (29 °C, n=13), with one fragment 

per treatment. The heat-treatment was established over the course of a day by ramping 

temperatures from 29 °C to 34 °C for 4 h, holding at 34°C for 6 h, and decreasing 

temperatures to 29 °C within 4 h (Fig. 4). After the heat exposure corals were 

maintained at ambient temperature for 10 - 11h until the next day. The heat treatment 

was repeated over two consecutive days.  

Samples for qPCR analysis were scraped off from the coral fragments after the first 

heat-exposure (2) where RNA was extracted, and (4) at the experiment end, where 

DNA was extracted (Fig. 4). DNA was used for the assessment of bleaching response 

using the molecular cell ratio assay. RNA was used for gene expression analysis.  

 

Figure 4: Schematic depiction of the heat profile used in the short-term heat stress experiment. 

Symbols show the timepoints of phenotypic measurement and coral tissue sampling. 1) Visual and 

photographic Bleaching Score assessment of coral fragments ~24h before heat-stress experiment start. 

2) Sampling after 10h for stress response analysis, when temperature ended peaking. 3) Bleaching 

Score assessment and photographing of coral fragments ~54h after heat-stress experiment start. 4) 

Sampling after 72h for bleaching response analysis. 
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2.2 (A) Phenotypic bleaching response measurements 

2.2.1 Visual bleaching score 

As part of the routine to document the fragments over the course of the experiment, 

an observer monitored coral colour using the Coral Health Chart (Fig. 2) to obtain a 

visual Bleaching Score (vis-BSc). 

2.2.2 Image-based Bleaching Score 

As part of the routine, the same observer took images of the coral fragments inside the 

experimental tanks and coral light using an Olympus TG-5. The same camera settings 

were used for each photo, however light conditions were likely not fully standardized 

in the semi-outdoor facility, where the possibility of exclusion of small amounts of 

ambient light was not given. To normalize the photos and account for the 

inconsistencies of the light conditions, each coral photograph was taken with the Coral 

Watch Coral Health Chart to serve as a ’calibrator’ (Fig. 2).  

2.2.2.1 Generation of image-based data 

ImageJ was used to convert the images to 32 Bit greyscale (Schneider et al., 2012). 

The entire area of each individual fragment was manually selected, and greyscale 

intensity measured (Fig. 5). The greyscale values per fragment represent the average 

over the entire recorded tissue area. Greyscale intensity of the calibrator (Health 

Charts ´1 – 6´) was selected and measured in duplicate. For the determination of a 

bleaching score inferred from the greyscale values of each coral fragment, the data 

per fragment were normalized using the measured calibrator values, hence accounting 

for the semi-standardized light conditions when images were recorded (Winters et al., 

2009). Finally, the greyscale-derived bleaching score was divided by the highest 

measured greyscale bleaching score and multiplied by 6 to adjust for scaling. This final 

value will be referred to as image-based Bleaching Score (img-BSc).  
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Figure 5: Example of the procedure to generate img-BScs. The blue light is the coral light system 
of the experimental facilities. a) unmodified photograph of the coral fragment. b) conversion to 32-Bit 
greyscale c) area of measurement on coral fragment and calibrator highlighted in yellow. 

 

2.2.2.2 Image data validation and correlation 

The test for normal distribution of the greyscale intensities and bleaching score data 

(img-BSc, vis-BSc) were carried out using Shapiro-Wilk test. Greyscale intensity data 

were plotted against the BSC-Scale of the Coral Health Chart for both timepoints to 

explore the influence of the semi-standardized light conditions on the calculation of the 

img-BSc. Next, cocor R package (Diedenhofen and Musch, 2015) was used for 

comparison of the correlations between greyscale intensity of the BSC-Scale and 

BSC-Scale of the Coral Health Chart within the two timepoints. Correlation between 

both bleaching scores, img-BSc and vis-BSc, was calculated by using Spearman's 

rank correlation test. 

All visualisation and analysis of data were performed in the statistical R environment 

(R Development Core Team, 2020, Version 4.0.0). 

  

A B C 
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2.2.3 Bleaching Response: host:symbiont cell ratio via qPCR 

2.2.3.1 Target Genes 

Cell markers of host and symbiont cells were selected based on previous works and 

their relatively constant expression even under stress, further referred to as 

housekeeping genes (Tab. 1). To quantify symbiont cells a cp23S rDNA primer 

(universal across Symbiodinium clades) and a clade C specific actin-marker were 

chosen. The latter one was chosen because of known clade C dominance in 

Porites sp. in the study area (Buerger et al., 2015). A Porites-specific actin marker was 

chosen to quantify coral host cells. The cytoskeletal structure protein actin is often used 

as a housekeeping gene in RT-qPCR analysis (Rebouças et al., 2013). 

Table 1: List of genes and primers employed for cell ratio assessment via qPCR assay. 

Target Function Primer Reference 

Porites sp. 

Actin Cytoskeleton 
F: 5´-CAGTGTTTCCCTCCATCGTT-3´ 

R: 5´-CAGTTGGTTACAATGCCGTG-3´ 
Kenkel et at. 2011 

Symbiodinium 

Actin Cytoskeleton 
F: 5´-TGGACAACGGAAGCGGAATG-3´ 

R: 5´-GCCAACAATGGATGGGAAAACT-3´ 
Leggat et al. 2011 

23S rDNA chloroplast 
23S rDNA 

F: 5´-CTACCTGCATGAAACATAGAACG-3´ 

R: 5´-CCCTATAAAGCTTCATAGGG-3´ 
Dziedzic et al. 2017 

 

2.3.1 DNA extraction from frozen coral tissue 

Total DNA was extracted using AllPrep DNA/RNA Micro Kit (Qiagen, NL). Frozen 

tissue samples were thawed on ice and transferred to a petri dish. Tissue samples 

were cut with a scalpel, transferred into a 2 ml bead tube with 800 µl RLT Plus buffer 

with added -mercaptoethanol (1%), and placed in a Tissue Lyser II (Qiagen) on 

pre-cooled blocks (-20°C) for bead disruption. Disruption was carried out two times 

with a frequency of 30s-1 for 30 s. Samples were then spun for 3 min at 14,000 rcf. 400 

µl of the clear supernatant was transferred into a sterile 2 ml tube and spun again. 400 

µl of supernatant were used for extraction following the manufacturers' instructions, 

with one modification: in the final elution step, DNA was eluted with 80 µl of elution 

buffer and RNA with 30 µl of elution buffer to maximize their respective concentration. 

The amount and the quality of extracted RNA/DNA was assessed via NanoDrop. 

Superase was added to eluted RNA at a final concentration of 1U/µl. DNA was stored 

at -20°C. 
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2.2.3.2 qPCR cell ratio assay 

qPCR reactions were performed in 15 µl volumes using 40ng sample DNA, 0.04 pmol 

per primer, and Luna® Universal qPCR Master Mix (BioLabs) using the CFX Connect 

cycler (Bio-Rad). Adjustment of the threshold and melting curve analysis, were 

performed using the CFX Maestro software (Bio-Rad) supplied with the instrument. 

Cycle threshold (Ct) for each DNA sample were assayed in triplicate, in independent 

qPCR runs. Positive control (40ng) was mixed by pooling all DNA extract samples. The 

gene-specific amplification efficiencies were calculated using six concentrations of a 

three-fold dilution series made from six pooled DNA extracts from ambient-treated 

samples ranging from 150 to 0.62 ng/µl (nRE = 3; nRW = 3). Temperatures, cycles and 

Mastermix can be found in supplementary material 1 and 4. The gene-specific 

amplification efficiencies were calculated using six concentrations of a three-fold 

dilution series depending on the specific gene (supp. 7). 

2.2.3.2 Generation of cell ratio data 

Mean Ct values were calculated from triplicate qPCR runs. Cell ratios were calculated 

by subtracting Ct values of Porites housekeeping genes from Ct values of symbiont 

and will be abbreviated and referred to as 23S-BSc and Act-BSc. 

 

∆𝐶𝑡(Act) = (𝐶𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑛
) − (𝐶𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 23𝑆

) =  Act‐BSc  

∆𝐶𝑡(23S) = (𝐶𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑛
) − (𝐶𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑛

)  =  23S‐BSc 

 

Statistical analyses were performed using ratio data.  

All analyses were carried out using Microsoft Excel (Version 2005) and R software (R 

Development Core Team, 2020, Version 4.0.0). 
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2.2.4 Effect size analysis and comparison of bleaching score metrics 

2.2.4.1 ∆-bleaching scores within short-term heat stress 

Evaluation of experimental data was carried out by comparing the effect of ambient 

temperature and heat treatment on corals from the two reef sites, ‘RE’ and ’RW’. 

Δ-bleaching score for vis-BSc and img-BSc were calculated for each fragment by 

subtracting the post-treatment values from the initial values resulting in Δvis-BSc and 

Δimg-BSc. Example for img-BSc: 

∆𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐 =  𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝐸𝑛𝑑 −  𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 

The test for normal distribution for ∆vis-BSc and ∆img-BSc were carried out using 

Shapiro-Wilk test.  

Statistical differences between reef sites (RE, RW) and temperature treatments 

(ambient, heat) were analysed by using ANOVA for parametric and Kruskal-Wallis for 

non-parametric data. ∆vis-BSC and ∆img-BSc were shown as mean ∆-bleaching score 

± standard error separated into four groups, according to their site of origin and their 

respective heat-treatment.  

Permutational bootstrap tests were used to compare the Δ-bleaching scores between 

the respective reef sites or temperature treatments by calculating ΔΔ-bleaching scores. 

Example for img-BSc: 

 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆∆𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) =  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡) −  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡) 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆∆𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒) =  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑅𝐸) −  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑅𝑊) 

 

A randomisation test of 10,000 bootstraps was conducted. The resulting 10,000 ΔΔ-

means were plotted per site or temperature-treatment and a P-value was calculated 

each by dividing the proportion of values smaller than the true ΔΔ-mean by the number 

of bootstraps (Heckwolf et al., 2020).  

All analyses were carried out using Microsoft Excel (Version 2005) and R software (R 

Development Core Team, 2020, Version 4.0.0). 
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2.2.4.2 bleaching score metrics after short-term heat stress 

The test for normal distribution of the four bleaching metrics vis-BSc, img-BSc, 

Act-BSc, and 23S-BSc were carried out using Shapiro-Wilk test.  

Statistical differences between reef sites (RE, RW) and temperature treatments 

(ambient, heat) were analysed by using ANOVA for parametric and Kruskal-Wallis for 

non-parametric data. vis-BSC, img-BSc, Act-BSc, and 23S-BSc were shown as 

boxplots ± standard deviation separated into four groups, according to their site of 

origin and their respective heat-treatment.  

Permutational bootstrap tests were used to compare the bleaching score metrics 

between the respective reef sites or temperature treatments by calculating Δ-bleaching 

score metrics. Example for img-BSc and Act-BSc: 

 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) =  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡) −  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡) 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑆𝑖𝑡𝑒) =  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑅𝐸) −  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑖𝑚𝑔‐𝐵𝑆𝑐𝑅𝑊) 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆Act‐BSc) =  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(Act‐BSc𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡) −  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(Act‐BSc𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡) 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(∆Act‐BSc) =  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(Act‐BSc𝑅𝐸) −  𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(Act‐BSc𝑅𝑊) 

 

A randomisation test of 10,000 bootstraps was conducted. The resulting 10,000 ΔΔ-

means were plotted per site or temperature-treatment and a P-value was calculated 

each by dividing the proportion of values smaller than the true ΔΔ-mean by the number 

of bootstraps (Heckwolf et al., 2020) 

Correlation between phenotypic parameters and qPCR parameters were calculated by 

using Pearson correlation coefficient for parametric and Spearman's rank correlation 

coefficient for non-parametric data.  

All analyses were carried out using Microsoft Excel (Version 2005) and R software (R 

Development Core Team, 2020, Version 4.0.0). 
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2.3 (B) Stress response: qPCR assay for gene expression analysis 

2.3.1 Target Genes 

Several stress related host and symbiont genes were chosen as genes of interest for 

analysis. housekeeping genes and genes of interest were selected based on previous 

works and their potential role in the bleaching response (Tab. 2, and reference therein). 

Among these genes were heat shock proteins (HSP) which are highly conserved and 

function as molecular chaperones by protecting the organism against thermal or other 

stress-induced damage (Borchiellini et al., 1998). SLC26 is an anion transporter 

involved in the calcification of coral cells which is also suggested to play a role in 

symbiosis (Zoccola et al., 2015). Spondin-2 is associated with immunity responses 

(Kenkel et al., 2011). 

Table 2: List of genes and primers employed for stress response assay via qPCR assay. 

Target Function Primer Reference 

Porites 

Actin Cytoskeleton 
F: 5´-CAGTGTTTCCCTCCATCGTT-3´ 

R: 5´-CAGTTGGTTACAATGCCGTG-3´ 
Kenkel et at. 2011 

HSP16 Heat-shock 
F: 5´-TCACAGGAAAACACAGAGCG-3´ 

R: 5´-GGGTCACGTGCCACTTCTAT-3´ 
Kenkel et at. 2011 

SLC26 Transporter 
F: 5´-TCTAGTTTGGCTGCGTCCTT-3´ 

R: 5´-ATTTGTCTGATGGTGGCACA-3´ 
Kenkel et at. 2011 

SPON-2 Immunity 
F: 5´-CACGAGCACAAAAATCATGG-3´ 

R: 5´-GCAGGTCCATTGTCACCTTT-3´ 
Kenkel et at. 2011 

Symbiodinium 

Actin Cytoskeleton 
F: 5´-TGGACAACGGAAGCGGAATG-3´ 

R: 5´-GCCAACAATGGATGGGAAAACT-3´ 
Leggat et al. 2011 

HSP70 Heat-shock 
F: 5´-TTTGAGGAGCTGTGCATGGACTACTT-3´ 

R: 5´-GGAACCACCCACCAGAACCACATCAT-3´ 
Leggat et al. 2011 

 

2.3.1 RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis 

RNA was extracted as described above and cleaned-up using HighPrep™ RNA Elite 

(MagBio).  

DNAse-treatment and cDNA synthesis were carried out with a total RNA equivalent to 

320 ng according to the QuantiTect® Reverse Transcription kit protocol (Qiagen). The 

reaction was then diluted to contain an equivalent of 1 ng/µl of RNA. An aliquot of first 

strand cDNA equivalent to 1 ng RNA (i.e. 1 µl) was used for each qPCR reaction. 
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2.3.2 Amplification of coral host and symbiont-related stress genes 

Standard samples for each target gene were produced in a 50µl volumes by 

amplification of pooled DNA samples using GoTaqGreen Master Mix (Promega) and 

8.33 pmol per primer for the respective genes. Pooled DNA for amplification consists 

of the positive control of the cell ratio assay. The amplicons were checked for 

successful amplification by gel electrophoresis, picked with gel cutting tips on a BLook 

Bench-Transilluminator (GeneDireX, Inc.), and cleaned up with QIAquick Gel 

Extraction Kit according to user manual instructions. Temperatures and cycles can be 

found in supplementary material 2 and 5. 

2.3.2 qPCR gene expression analysis 

qPCR reactions were performed in 15 µl volumes using 40ng sample DNA, 0.04 pmol 

per primer, and Luna® Universal qPCR Master Mix (BioLabs) using the CFX Connect 

cycler (Bio-Rad). Adjustment of the threshold and melting curve analysis, were 

performed using the CFX Maestro software (Bio-Rad) supplied with the instrument. 

Cycle threshold (Ct) for each DNA sample were assayed in triplicate, in independent 

qPCR runs. Temperatures and cycles can be found in supplementary material 3 and 

6. The gene-specific amplification efficiencies were calculated using six concentrations 

of a five-fold dilution series depending on the specific gene (supp. 7). Log-fold 

expression of the genes of interest was calculated according to an improved of the 2(-

∆∆Ct) method (Rao et al., 2013). 

∆∆𝐶𝑡 = (𝐶𝑡𝐺𝑂𝐼; 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡
−  𝐶𝑡𝐻𝐾𝐺; 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡

) − (𝐶𝑡𝐺𝑂𝐼;𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡
 −  𝐶𝑡𝐻𝐾𝐺; 𝐴𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡

) 

 

2.3.3 Experimental data analysis 

The test for normal distribution of fold-change data from analysed genes of interest 

was carried out using Shapiro-Wilk test. Within the genes of interest and between their 

sample sites, statistical differences were analysed by t-test for parametric and 

Wilcoxon-test for non-parametric data. Additionally, visualisation was carried out using 

boxplots that represent the mean of fold-changes plotted by reef site. All analyses were 

carried out using Microsoft Excel (Version 2005) and R software (R Development Core 

Team, 2020, Version 4.0.0). 
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3 Results 

3.1 (A) Bleaching response measurement 

3.1.1 Image data validation: grey scale values 

Prior to calculating the image-based bleaching score (img-BSc), the correlation 

between the greyscale intensity values of the Coral Health Chart Scores and the Coral 

Health Chart scores 1-6 were evaluated (Fig. 6; Tab. 3). The correlation between the 

greyscale values of the calibrator and the calibrator score from the first day significantly 

differs from the correlation from the fourth day (p < 0.001). Due to the quality of the 

photographs and the significant difference between the two time points, calculation of 

the img-BSc had to be carried out on every single photograph in order to improve the 

translation of coral greyscale values into img-BSc. 

 

Figure 6 : Correlation of the greyscale intensity of Coral Health Chart values and Coral Health Chart 
values. Plot A) shows the calibration curve spanning over the whole heat-stress experiment with 
n=104. Plot B) shows the calibration curve within the first day (n=52) of the heat-stress experiment, 
while plot C) shows the calibration curve within the fourth day (n=52) of the heat-stress experiment. 
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Table 3: Summary of greyscale intensity values measured for each Coral Health Chart values 1-6 with 
minima, maxima, and means are shown. Correlation statistics were performed using R-package cocor. 

  Greyscale Intensity Day1 Greyscale Intensity Day4 Correlation  

Pearson and Filon´s z  

  Min - Max  Mean Min - Max Mean 

p < 0.001  
Score 

1 157 - 239 217.04 158 - 226 202.87 

2 134 - 228 189.46 144 - 214 182.38 

3 124 - 214 161.89 139 - 195 161.89 

4 110 – 178  134.31 126 - 170 141.39 

5 82 - 146 106.73 103 - 143 120.90 

6 58 - 117 79.15 76 - 122 100.41 

 

3.1.2 Comparison of img-BSc with vis-BSc 

The relationship between the two bleaching assessment methods was significant 

demonstrating a reasonable agreement between the two data sets with a Spearman 

correlation of 0.77 (p < 0.001) (Fig. 7, Tab. 4).  

Furthermore, the correlation plot reveals a difference of bleaching score values 

between the two coral groups, RW and RE. where overall higher values have been 

recorded for RW corals. 
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Figure 7: Correlation between img-BSc measurements and vis-BSc. Data points were coloured 
and shaped according to their experimental groups. These data points cluster corresponding to their 
reef site with ambient treated west side fragments and heat-treated east side fragments marking the 
respective extrema. n=48 for RW and n=56 for RE. 

Table 4: Summary of the comparison between img-BSc and vis-BSc with their according mean 
and mean absolute deviation. Correlation was calculated via Spearman's rank correlation. 

 img-BSc vis-BSC 

Mean 4.19 4.42 

Mean absolute deviation  0.50 0.67 

Spearman correlation rho 0.76 

t test  p < 0.001 
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3.1.3 Bleaching Response: qPCR assay for host:symbiont cell ratio  

Along with the bleaching score assessments, qPCR assays on DNA-basis were used 

to evaluate the coral bleaching responses of corals from the heat stress experiment. 

Cell ratios of coral host and dinoflagellate symbionts were derived from qPCR assays 

using host and symbiont housekeeping-genes, as a tool to infer cell abundances. 

Comparing the raw Ct values of both symbiont housekeeping-genes, however, it was 

notable that symbiont Actin Ct values were higher across all groups than symbiont 

cp23S Ct values (Fig. 10). Regarding cp23S amplification, positive and negative 

controls fluctated in their Ct values, while sample Ct values did not (Fig. 10 C). Sample 

Ct values were not within the range of five standard concentrations, however primer 

efficiency remained between 90% and 110% within five standard concentrations 

(supp. 7). 

 

Figure 8: Raw Ct values of A) Porites Actin, B) Symbiont Actin, and C) Symbiont 23S, separated into 
reef sites (RE and RW) and temperature treatments (ambient and heat) with n=6 per group and 
triplicates are depicted next to each other. DNA sampled 72h after start of heat stress experiment. 
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3.1.4 Effect size analysis and comparison of Bleaching Score Metrics 

3.1.4.1 ∆-bleaching scores within short-term heat stress 

The change in mean ∆-bleaching scores, ∆img-BSc and ∆vis-BSc, were used to test 

the sensitivity of both phenotype-assessment methods, and to evaluate the effects of 

heat-stress on corals (Fig. 8; Tab. 5). Comparing within both methods, one can see a 

similar pattern emerging, with the mean ∆-bleaching scores being generally higher in 

RW fragments compared to RE fragments, thus less bleaching in west side fragments 

(p=0.011 in img-BSc; p=0.015 in vis-BSc). The same can be seen regarding the 

treatment - the mean ∆-bleaching scores being generally higher in ambient-treated 

fragments compared to heat-treated fragments, thus less bleaching in ambient-treated 

fragments (p< 0.001 in img-BSc; p=0.004 in vis-BSc). The main difference observable 

between both methods, is a generally higher mean ∆BSC ± Standard Error in the 

image-based method. 

 

Figure 9: Effect sizes of temperature treatment are visualized using mean-∆BSC±SE structured 
according to its treatment group (ambient and heat) and reef site (RE and RW) with A) img-BSc and 
B) vis-BSc.  n=48 for RW and n=56 for RE. 

Table 5: Summary of ANOVA for img-BSc and Kruskal-Wallis tests for vis-BSc comparing reef 
sites (RE and RW) and temperature treatments (ambient and heat). P-values are reported for the 
effects of the factors, reef site and temperature-treatment. n=48 for RW and n=56 for RE. 

 A) ∆img-BSc B) ∆vis-BSc 

Site 0.011 * 0.015 * 

treatment < 0.001 *** 0.004 ** 

Site:Treatment 0.612 0.205 
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Further statistical comparison of Δ-bleaching score between the experimental 

groups, Bootstrap tests were performed (Fig. 10, Tab. 6). The change in bleaching 

score of RE fragments could be significantly distinguished according to their 

temperature treatment, in both methods (p=0.005 in ΔΔimg-BSc; p=0.002 in 

ΔΔvis-BSc). The change in bleaching score of RW fragments, however, could only be 

significantly distinguished with the image-based method (p=0.015 in ΔΔimg-BSc; 

p=0.087 in ΔΔvis-BSc). Within ambient treatment, change in bleaching score could be 

significantly distinguished with the image-based method (p=0.044 in ΔΔimg-BSc; 

p=0.134 in ΔΔvis-BSc). The change in bleaching score of heat-treated fragments could 

be significantly distinguished according to their reef site with both methods (p=0.030 in 

ΔΔimg-BSc; p=0.010 in ΔΔvis-BSc).  

 

 
 
Figure 10: Bootstrap Randomization tests were performed for the mean difference in 
Δ-bleaching score (A-D for Δimg-BSc; E-H for Δvis-BSc) between the factors, reef site (RE and 
RW) and temperature-treatment (heat and ambient). Given an alpha of 0.05, P-values were 
calculated as values smaller than the true Δ-mean (dashed line) divided by 10,000 bootstraps. 

Table 6: Summary of Bootstrap Randomisation Tests for the two bleaching response variables, 
img-BSc and vis-BSC. P-values are reported for the effects of the factors, reef site (RE and RW) and 
temperature-treatment (heat and ambient). 

Bleaching Response 

Variable: 

Site: 

Ambient vs Heat 

Treatment: 

RE vs RW 

RE RW Ambient Heat 

img-BSc 0.005 ** 0.015 * 0.044 * 0.030 * 

vis-BSc 0.002 ** 0.087  0.134  0.010 ** 
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3.1.4.2 bleaching score metrics at the end of short-term heat stress 

The post-heat stress values of the four bleaching score metrics (img-BSc, vis-visBSc, 

Act-BSc, 23S-BSc) and their differences between sampling sites (RE, RW) and 

temperature treatments (ambient, heat) were used to compare the four methods to 

each other (Fig. 11; Tab. 7). Data points were spread wider apart in qPCR methods 

(Act-BSc, 23S-BSc), compared to phenotype-assessment methods (img-BSc, 

vis-BSc), especially in heat-treated groups. RW fragments had significantly higher 

bleaching score metrics, disregarding temperature treatments and the method of 

assessment (p< 0.001). However, no method detected significant differences between 

the two temperature treatments.  

 

Figure 11: Comparison of four different Bleaching Response metrics at the end of heat stress 
experiment. Phenotypic bleaching assessment methods A) vis-BSc and B) img-BSc, as well as, 
qPCR methods C) Act-BSc and D) 23S-BSc separated into groups according to reef site and 
temperature treatment with n=6 fragments per group. 
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Table 7: Summary of ANOVAs (img-BSC, Act-BSc, 23s-BSc) and Kruskal-Wallis tests (vis-BSc) 
comparing reef sites (RE and RW) and temperature treatments (ambient and heat). P-values are 
reported for the effects of the factors, reef site and temperature-treatment with n=6 per group. 

 A) vis-BSc B) img-BSc C) Act-BSc D) 23S-BSc 

Site < 0.001 *** < 0.001 *** < 0.001 *** < 0.001 *** 

treatment 0.380 0.164 0.974 0.748 

Site:Treatment 0.195 0.669 0.895 0.656 

 

Further statistical comparison of bleaching score metrics between the experimental 

groups were performed using Bootstrap tests (Fig. 13, Tab. 5). 

The fragments of RE could be significantly distinguished according to their temperature 

treatment, only with the visual method (p=0.012). The fragments of RW however, could 

not be significantly distinguished with any method tested.  

Within both temperature treatments, heat- and ambient-treated coral fragments could 

be significantly distinguished with either method.  
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Figure 12: Bootstrap Randomization tests were performed for the mean difference in bleaching 
score and bleaching score metrics (A-D for img-BSc; E-H for BSC; I-L for Act-BSc; M-P for 23S-
BSc) between the temperature treatments (ambient and heat) and reef sites (RE or RW). Given 
an alpha of 0.05, P-values were calculated as values smaller than the true Δ-mean (dashed line) 
divided by 10,000 bootstraps. 

Table 8: Summary of Bootstrap Randomisation Tests for the four bleaching response 
variables, img-BSc, vis-BSc, Act-BSc, and 23S-BSc. P-values are reported for the effects of the 
factors, reef site (RE and RW) and temperature-treatment (heat and ambient). 

 Site: 

Ambient vs Heat 

Treatment: 

RE vs RW 

RE RW Ambient Heat 

img-BSc 0.193 0.101 0.002 ** 0.001 ** 

vis-BSc 0.012 * 0.185 < 0.001 *** < 0.001 *** 

Act-BSc 0.461 0.546 0.005 ** 0.016 * 

23S-BSc 0.446 0.685 0.017 * 0.006 ** 
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Linear regressions showing the correlation between both phenotype-assessment 

methods, vis-BSc and img-BSc, and both qPCR-derived bleaching score metrics, 

23S-BSc and Act-BSc result in R2 in the range from 0.41 for img-BSc vs 23S-BSc 

(Fig. 13 C) to 0.5 for vis-BSc vs 23S-BSc (Fig. 13 D). The relationship between all 

tested bleaching metrics was significant demonstrating a reasonable agreement 

between methods (Tab. 9).  

 

Figure 13: Correlation between phenotype-assessment methods and Ct ratios of qPCR 
methods. A) shows img-BSc vs. Act-BSc. B) shows vis-BSc vs Act-BSc. C) shows img-BSc vs. 23S-
BSc. D) shows vis-BSc vs 23S-BSc. All correlation plots consist of n=24 data points. 

Table 9: Summary of Correlation tests between img-BSc, vis-BSc and Act-BSc, and 23S-BSc. 
P-values were calculated via t-test. 

 img-BSc vis-BSc 

 Pearson correlation r  t test Spearman correlation ρ t test 

Act-BSc 0.65 p < 0.001 *** 0.70  p < 0.001 *** 

23S-BSc 0.64 p < 0.001 *** 0.70 p < 0.001 *** 
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3.2 (B) Stress response: qPCR assay for gene expression analysis  

qPCR assays on RNA-basis were additionally used to evaluate the stress response of 

corals and symbionts individually to disentangle the cellular processes happening in 

the background before the onset of bleaching.  

Positive controls´ Ct values were consistently lower than samples´ Ct values (Fig. 11). 

Negative controls´ Ct values were consistently higher than samples´ Ct values, but 

were on a similar level as the lowest standard concentration. Negative controls of 

Porites Actin, Porites HSP16, Porites SLC26, Porites SPON-2, and symbiont HSP70 

were not amplificated in all triplicate runs (Fig. 11 A, B, C, D, F). Fragments “RE1” and 

“RW12” were not amplificated in all triplicate runs of Porites SPON-2 and will therefore 

be excluded from further analysis (Fig. 11 D). Sample Ct values were within the range 

of the standard. Raw Ct values of Porites Actin and Porites SLC26 appear to be 

consistently lower in coral samples from ambient treatment compared to coral samples 

from heat treatment at both sites (Fig. 11 A, C).  
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Figure 14: Raw Ct values of A) Porites Actin, B) Porites HSP16, C) Porites SLC26, D) Porites 
SPON-2, E) symbiont Actin, and F) symbiont HSP70, separated into reef sites (RE and RW) and 
temperature treatments (ambient and heat) with n=6 per group and triplicates depicted next to each 
other. RNA was sampled 10h after start of heat stress experiment. 

The expression of Porites sp. HSP16 was upregulated after heat treatment in 

fragments of either site, however, expression in RE fragments was significantly lower 

compared to RW fragments (~40.35-fold in RE; ~59.67-fold in RW; p = 0.031 *) (Fig.14, 

Tab. 6). The strongest up-regulation occurred in “RW5” (~124-fold). Additionally, one 

fragment of the east site, “RE1”, was the only fragment with a decreased expression 

of HSP16 after heat-treatment (~0.13-fold).  
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Figure 15: Graphical summary of stress response for Porites HSP16. A) shows the individual x-
fold-change in expression in heat exposed individual fragments in triplicate relative to ambient 
temperature control fragments according to their reef site (RE and RW). B) shows the x-fold-change in 
expression regarding its reef site with n=6 per site. 

Table 10: Summary of stress-response analysis of Porites sp HSP16. 

 RE RW 

Mean 40.35 59.67 

Median 11.58 36.74 

Standard Deviation 52.89 58.84 

Variance 2797.08 3462.20 

Wilcoxon test: 0.031 * 

 

The expression of Porites sp. SLC26 in RE fragments generally increased while the 

expression on RW fragments generally decreased (~1.60-fold in RE; ~0.85-fold in RW; 

p < 0.001 ***) (Fig. 15, Tab. 7). Furthermore, “RE1” was the only fragment of the east 

site that has a decreased expression of SLC26 after post treatment (~0.4-fold). 

Expression of RW decreased in all but one fragment, RW5 (~1.39-fold). Fragments 

“RE5”, “RW1”, and “RW12” did not have a change in expression after heat-treatment 

(~1.00-fold; ~0.94-fold; ~0.98-fold). 
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Figure 16: Graphical summary of stress response for Porites SLC26.A) shows the individual 
x-fold-change in expression in heat exposed individual fragments in triplicate relative to ambient 
temperature control fragments according to their reef site (RE and RW). B) shows the x-fold-change in 
expression regarding its reef site with n=6 per site. 

Table 11: Summary of stress-response analysis of Porites sp SLC26. 

 RE RW 

Mean 1.60 0.85 

Median 1.62 0.80 

Standard Deviation 0.83 0.32 

Variance 0.69 0.10 

Wilcoxon test: < 0.001 *** 

 

The expression of Porites sp. SPON-2 was insignificantly higher in RE fragments than 

in RW fragments (~33.95-fold in RE; ~6.38-fold in RW; p = 0.07) (Fig. 16, Tab. 8). 

Furthermore, expression in RE fragments has a bigger variance than RW fragments 

(variance: 3208.43 in RE; 24.24 in RW). Within RE fragments, “RE1” was the only 

fragment with a decrease in expression (~0.82-fold). Within RW fragments, “RW2” was 

the only fragment with a decrease in expression after treatment (~0.58-fold). 

Additionally, SPON-2 was not amplificated in fragment “RW12” in neither of the 

triplicates.  
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Figure 17: Graphical summary of stress response for Porites SPON-2. A) shows the individual x-
fold-change in expression in heat exposed individual fragments in triplicate relative to ambient 
temperature control fragments according to their reef site (RE and RW). B) shows the x-fold-change in 
expression regarding its reef site with n=6 per site. 

Table 12: Summary of stress-response analysis of Porites sp SPON-2. 

 RE RW 

Mean 33.95 6.38 

Median 10.39 7.95 

Standard Deviation 56.64 4.92 

Variance 3208.43 24.24 

Wilcoxon test: 0.070  

 

The expression of symbiont HSP70 in RE fragments fluctuates more when compared 

to RW fragments (variance: 1.56 in RE; 0.18 in RW) (Fig. 17, Tab. 9). Expression within 

both groups generally increased, but there was no pattern observable (~1.75-fold in 

RE; ~1.26-fold in RW). Fragments “RE5”, “RW3”, “RW11”, and “RW12” did not have a 

change in expression after heat-treatment (~1.09-fold; ~0.91-fold; ~0.95-fold; 

~0.99-fold;). 
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Figure 18: Graphical summary of stress response for Symbiont HSP70. A) shows the individual 
x-fold-change in expression of dinoflagellate HSP70 in heat exposed individual fragments in triplicate 
relative to ambient temperature control fragments according to their reef site (RE and RW). B) shows 
the x-fold-change in expression regarding its reef site with n=6 per site. 

Table 13: Summary of stress-response analysis of Symbiont HSP70. 

 RE RW 

Mean 1.75 1.26 

Median 1.61 1.11 

Standard Deviation 1.25 0.43 

Variance 1.56 0.18 

Wilcoxon test: 0.067 
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4. Discussion 

Coral reefs are declining worldwide, as they face serious threats due to ocean 

warming. Typically, an increase in temperature leads to the dysbiosis between the 

dinoflagellate and the coral host, and subsequently to the loss of these symbionts from 

the coral tissues, which is called coral bleaching. 

In this thesis, Porites sp. fragments which were collected from two distinct sites of 

Racha Island in Thailand, underwent experimental short-term heat stress and were 

analysed for their stress response with a special focus on their bleaching response 

regarding their site of origin and their temperature treatment. It has been suggested in 

earlier studies that corals located on soliton exposed west shores exhibit higher heat 

tolerance compared to their conspecifics from the sheltered east shores (James J. 

Leichter et al., 1996; Wall et al., 2012; C. Jantzen et al., 2013; Karen D. Weynberg et 

al., 2015; Camp et al., 2019). This thesis aimed to develop an assay to quantify the 

bleaching response of Porites sp. fragments and to take a glance at individual genes 

of the host, as well as the symbiont, to gain knowledge about which of the organisms 

is responsible for the initiation of the bleaching response. Fragments sampled 40h after 

end of heat-stress exposure were used to quantify bleaching response, since the onset 

of dysbiosis requires time to be measurable. Fragments sampled during the peak of 

the heat-stress experiment were used for the analysis of immediate stress 

responses, like the upregulation of stress associated genes. 

4.1 Image-based vs visual Bleaching Score 

Keeping the increasing rate of mass coral bleaching events in mind (Hughes et al., 

2018), it is important to keep the tools and methods that efficiently measure coral 

bleaching sharp to detect the onset of bleaching reliably and fast. 

Coral bleaching is, at its core, a loss in symbionts and/or symbiont pigments and can 

be already measured by counting symbiont cells or analysing pigment abundance in 

coral tissue samples, however, both these methods usually involve the sacrifice of 

coral fragments in the process. (Krediet et al., 2015; Torres-Pérez et al., 2015). Another 

method is pulse amplitude modulated fluorometry which allows to measure the 

photosynthetic efficiency. This offers a non-intrusive in-situ measurement of 

photosynthetic parameters as a proxy for symbiont performance, but this equipment 

comes at a high cost and is often not available to many research groups (Jones and 
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Dennison, 2000). An inexpensive and easy-to-use tool for coral bleaching assessment 

can efficiently assist in understanding changes in coral reef health, and therefore 

enable faster and more precise intervention and prevention efforts. 

The present thesis aimed to evaluate two applications, the Coral Health Chart as a 

rapid tool to infer coral bleaching status and a qPCR method which will be discussed 

afterwards. Porites sp. fragments were visually assessed by a single observer 

recording bleaching scores (I.e., the visual method) and additionally documented by 

digital photography (i.e., the image-based method). Although the same camera 

settings were used for each photo, the lighting conditions could not be fully 

standardized in the semi-outdoor facility and exclusion of small amounts of ambient 

light was not given. These inconsistencies in lighting conditions could be statistically 

demonstrated. The image data revealed significant variation of the greyscale 

intensities measured for the colour scales between both days of measurement. To 

compensate, the normalisation of image data was carried out using colour scale in 

each image. 

Keeping the possibility of improving the photo quality in mind, it is noticeable that the 

data set delivered in the image-based bleaching score (img-BSc) was comparable to 

the data set of the visual method vis-BSc regardless. The moderate correlational 

relationship between these two data sets can be explained by the fact that vis-BSc 

data was categorical. The visual bleaching score was assessed in 0.5-steps which led 

to a non-parametric distribution and was the reason non-parametric tests were used 

when handling vis-BSc data. The image-based score, however, was assessed on a 

continuous scale. 

Next, when looking at the analysis of ∆-bleaching score data, which represents the 

change in coral tissue colour over the course of the short-term heat stress experiment, 

both methods showed a significantly different bleaching response of the corals from 

the east side shore (RE) between the two temperature treatments. Coral fragments 

collected from the sheltered east shore were expected to have a stronger bleaching 

response than coral fragments from the exposed west shore (RW). The image-based 

method, however, additionally detected the same difference in ∆-bleaching score for 

the RW fragments, suggesting, the image-based method detected more subtle 

differences in coral colour than the visual method. Regarding the temperature 

treatments, a stronger bleaching response was expected in heat-treated fragments 
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compared to ambient treated fragments. Both phenotypic bleaching assessment 

methods, vis-BSc and img-BSc, showed a significantly different bleaching response of 

the heat-treated corals between the two reef sites. And again, the image-based method 

additionally detected the same difference in ∆-bleaching score for the ambient treated 

fragments, reinforcing the assumption that img-BSc is able to detect more subtle 

changes in bleaching states. These findings also agree with previous studies 

suggesting west side corals to be more resilient towards heat stress. 

When comparing the bleaching scores as they were recorded at the end of the heat 

exposure experiments, instead of the change in bleaching as in the previous 

paragraph, only the visual method showed a significantly different bleaching state of 

RE corals between the two temperature treatments and no method showed a 

significantly different bleaching state in RW fragments between the two temperature 

treatments. This significant difference in vis-BSc observed in RE fragments could be 

contributed to the categorical nature of vis-BSc data but not be determined for certain. 

Both methods showed a significant difference in bleaching state between the two reef 

sites in both temperature treatments. The data showed that when regarding the change 

in bleaching over time, the image-based method detected more subtle differences in 

colour compared to the visual method. However, when regarding the coral fragments 

colour at a single timepoint, the visual method detected more differences in colour, 

while the image-based method did not. The results within this thesis´ data sets show 

that the image-based technique is better at detecting changes in bleaching over time. 

The increased sensitivity in the image-based method can be explained by the 

img-BSc´s continuous scale which gives more insight than the Coral Health Charts 

six-point scale which is already an improvement of the previous “bleached”, “partially 

bleached” and “healthy” categorisation (Siebeck et al., 2006). Another advantage of 

the image-based method over the visual method is the decrease in potential 

bias, especially between different observers, while assessing the bleaching state of 

corals. This was described by the developers of the Coral Health Chart as having a SD 

of ± 0.5 in score with a single observer with an increase in SD with multiple 

observers (Siebeck et al., 2006). Furthermore, bleaching states can be better 

understood in retrospect because of photo documentation. Additionally, there is the 

possibility of automating the image processing and grey scale intensity generation. The 

step of image acquisition could be improved through e.g., pre-defined photo 
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templates, a greenscreen-like background and/or a prepared plastic box with attached 

light sources and matted colour scale to reduce reflections on the scale and to 

standardise lighting. Automating this process is highly recommended since selecting 

the coral areas and calibrator areas turned out to be a quite meticulous and laborious 

procedure. 

However, one of the disadvantages of the image-based technique arose when trying 

to assess the bleaching state of branching coral fragments from a different 

genus, Pocillopora sp. (exemplary picture in supp. 8). More globose coral fragments 

like the used Porites sp. are far easier to select and measure. Branching coral 

fragments cast shadows onto themselves. These shadowed areas appear darker in 

greyscale and complicate the selection of coral area without skewing the actual 

bleaching state. The assessment of bleaching states from corals of different species 

and genera would require multiple adjustments regarding lighting, camera angles and 

number of pictures taken. 

The image-based method discussed does not aim to replace conventional 

measurements of bleaching like counting (typically standardised to coral surface area) 

or pigment analysis (McLachlan et al., 2020). Instead it poses as an alternative of the 

cheap, fast, and easy vis-BSc, especially in laboratory conditions where light 

conditions and multiple camera angles can be adjusted and customised to fit the corals 

growth forms.  

4.2 Molecular assessment of coral bleaching 

The loss of symbionts is underlying the phenotype of coral bleaching. This means, the 

reduction of symbiont densities in coral tissues is indicative of a bleaching response 

and the assessment of the bleaching state is meant as a proxy for symbiont density 

within the corals tissue which in turn is representative of the holobionts health. This 

proxy of coral colour, however, can be bypassed by qPCR analysis of 

housekeeping-genes in extracted DNA. Measuring the number of symbiont cells in 

relation to the coral surface area or host cell numbers results in a metric for coral 

bleaching. And a ratio of host to symbiont cells can be inferred by analysing the ratio 

between coral´ and dinoflagellate´ house-keeping genes. The aim is to develop a 

molecular assay to quantify bleaching in situ. Such diagnostic tool to determine coral 

bleaching could be used for reef management purposes, bleaching monitoring, survey 

studies and experiments. 
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Potential advantages of molecular assays to assess coral health include a higher 

efficiency of qPCR analyses compared to dinoflagellate counting by not having to 

normalise the data to surface area or biomass. Additionally, qPCR analysis requires 

only small tissue samples compared to cell counting. Extracted DNA can be used for 

other genetic assessments as well. Further advantages include the ability to distinguish 

between different symbiont clades by picking different clade specific primers, the 

possibility of blinded experiments of holobiont health, and the option of postponed 

assessment through liquid nitrogen storage. The potential to quantify different clades 

of symbionts simultaneously could help with rehabilitation efforts by giving insight into 

the holobionts composition which was shown to be causally linked to thermal tolerance 

(Berkelmans and van Oppen, 2006). The nine, genetically divergent symbiodinium 

clades are linked to different holobiont resilience traits, like increased photosynthetic 

efficiency or thermal tolerance with growing evidence that clade D symbionts are more 

resilient toward thermal stress than clade C symbionts (Rowan, 2004; Mieog et al., 

2007; LaJeunesse et al., 2018). However, this is typically done by amplicon 

sequencing of the ITS2 region and not by qPCR  despite having considerable variation 

among the copies of this gene found in individual genomes, a trait that complicates 

interpretation and makes species assignment problematic (Pochon et al., 2012). A 

qPCR assay is a more sensitive alternative and enables the detection of symbiodinium 

clades in low abundance (Stat et al., 2011). 

The primer efficiency of primers used were within 90-110%, however sample Ct values 

were only within four standard concentrations instead of the recommended five 

(supp.7). Primer efficiency might be improved by producing the standard via PCR 

instead of using pooled samples as described in “2.3.2 Amplification of coral host and 

symbiont-related stress genes”. 

Each of both symbiont primer pairs, the clade C specific actin primer pair and the 

universal chloroplast 23S rDNA primer pair, employed in this study performed with 

different trade-offs. Ct values from symbiont actin primer pairs were generally higher 

than Ct values from symbiont 23S primers, had no additional peaks in the melting curve 

analysis, and even had no Ct value in two negative controls. The symbiont cp23S 

primer pair, on the other hand, had lower Ct value than the symbiont actin 

primers, visible fluctuation in lower standard concentrations, and a by-product in low 

standard concentrations and negative controls observable in the melting curve 
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analysis (supp. 10). The lower Ct value with the cp23S primer pair could be explained 

by either having more clades of symbionts within our fragments then the suggested 

clade C within the chosen study site or by a greater abundance of chloroplast 23S 

regions than actin regions to quantify (LaJeunesse et al., 2010). 

Both qPCR bleaching metrics, Act-BSc and 23S-BSc, as well as the phenotypic 

bleaching metrics, img-BSc and vis-BSc, were able to detect significant difference 

post-experiment based on sampling site (RE vs RW) in either temperature 

treatment, showing not only the expected difference in bleaching response between 

RE and RW fragments via qPCR but also an agreement with the phenotypic bleaching 

metrics as well. Furthermore, none of the methods were able to detect a significant 

difference in coral colour of RW fragments and only vis-BSc method was able to detect 

a significant difference in coral colour of RE fragments based on their treatment. 

Optimally, instead of analysing the holobionts state solely at the end of heat-stress 

experiment, the decrease in symbionts over the course of the experiment (∆-bleaching 

score) could have been analysed. This could not be done due to intended sampling 

design. As an approximation for the change in bleaching metrics over time, the 

difference between corals from ambient temperature treatment to heat-treated 

fragments was analysed via bootstrap analysis for all for bleaching metrics (supp. 9). 

However, neither of these Bootstraps comparisons turned out significant which implies 

that similar experiments should be rerun with multiple sampling timepoints to measure 

the decrease of Act-BSc and 23S-BSc over time since prior analysis of ∆-bleaching 

scores (∆ between timepoints instead of treatments) in vis-BSc and img-BSc detected 

significant differences in bleaching response. 

Furthermore, linear regression analyses between phenotypic bleaching metrics and 

qPCR bleaching metrics measured in the same coral fragments, showed a moderate 

but significant correlation, demonstrating an agreement between methods.  

In conclusion, the assay described here provides first steps into quantifying symbionts 

and linking it to bleaching responses within Porites sp. in the Andaman Sea and 

suggestions for further improving the assay. 
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4.3 Stress-related gene expression during coral bleaching 

In this last part of the study the immediate changes of expression levels of 

stress-related host and symbiont genes were investigated. The aim was to gain insight 

into the onset of dysbiosis (aka. bleaching) and answer the question who of the two 

partners, the host or the symbiont, experiences stress first and initiates bleaching. A 

better understanding of these underlying stress dynamics can possibly help to find 

potential biomarkers to detect bleaching events earlier, which can lead to solutions to 

circumvent future bleaching events. 

In summary, post heat-stress expression of the small heat-shock protein HSP16 is 

significantly higher in RW fragments while the expression of the solute carrier 

responsible for calcification SLC26 is significantly higher in RE fragments. The 

immunity gene SPON-2 is higher by trend in RE fragments. And the symbiont 

heat-shock protein does only slightly react to this studies heat-treatment. 

Starting with host genes, HSP16, a small heat-shock protein, was found to be 

upregulated within eleven out of twelve fragments irrespective of their site of origin. 

However, expression in RW fragments (~59.67-fold) were significantly more 

upregulated than in RE fragments (~40.35-fold). The sole fragment where HSP16 was 

downregulated was from RE with ~0.13-fold expression. Other studies showed HSP16 

upregulation upon receiving heat-stress but downregulation during the recovery period 

(Barshis et al., 2013; Kenkel et al., 2014; Poquita-Du et al., 2020). The higher 

upregulation of HSP16 expression in this studies´ more resilient RW fragments 

compared to RE fragments suggests that HSP16 does play a role in the thermal 

tolerance of RW fragments. Another short term heat stress study on Pocillopora acuta 

found that the canonical heat stress genes including HSP70 and HSP16 were found 

to have a lower reactivity to heat stress, particularly for a thermally tolerant population 

(Poquita-Du et al., 2019) which stands in contrast to this studies expression in RW 

fragments.  

SLC26 is a solute carrier which is involved in the calcification of the coral skeleton and 

is hypothesized to be involved in symbiosis due to a higher expression in coral oral 

tissue compared to other solute carriers which were expressed more evenly across 

different tissues (Zoccola et al., 2015). The SLC26 response of the fragments upon 

heat stress were mixed, but significantly higher expression was found in RE fragments 

with a mean upregulation in RE fragments (~1.60-fold) and a mean downregulation 
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(~0.85-fold) in RW fragments. The opposite has been shown in another study by a 

long-term heat stress experiment where no significant difference in expression of 

SLC26 was found between inshore and offshore corals. Additionally, in the same 

study, SLC26 was strongly downregulated in pale and bleached fragments with a 

downregulation of ~0.01-fold compared to not-bleached control samples (Kenkel et al., 

2013). The downregulation probably represents a decrease in calcification and 

possibly bicarbonate production These patterns suggest that SLC26 does not directly 

respond to heat stress but is regulated in response to symbiont loss during bleaching. 

HSP16 and SLC26 among other genes were proposed as having a high potential as 

heat-stress biomarkers with the remark that more studies are required (Louis et al., 

2017). 

Lastly, SPON-2 is the only immunity related gene tested in this study. Two fragments, 

one RE and one RW failed to amplify in the qPCR assay in all triplicates and were 

therefore excluded. The expression of SPON-2 was upregulated in fragments of both 

sites with a nonsignificant higher upregulation in RE fragments (~33.95-fold) than in 

RW fragments (~6.38-fold), suggesting a stronger immune response in RE fragments. 

Furthermore, this could be a hint that the more bleaching susceptible RE fragments 

upregulate immunity genes to kick symbiont cells out in order to conserve energy. 

HSP70, the only symbiont gene amplified in this study, had only small changes in 

expression compared to the host genes. HSP70 expression in RE fragments had a 

nonsignificant bigger mean and variance (~1.75-fold; s2=1.56) than in RW fragments 

(~1.26-fold; s2=0.18), which is consistent with other heat-stress studies where 

expression levels of symbiont HSP70 showed an up to ~1.5-fold increase in expression 

within the first three days of continuous heat stress which was subsequently 

downregulated due to the loss of symbiont cells (Leggat et al., 2011; Rosic et al., 2011). 

Furthermore, studies found patterns of downregulation in Actin following heat exposure 

in Porites astreoides and Pocillopora acuta but note that the observed active regulation 

in Actin indicates that its expression pattern may vary widely between  species (Kenkel 

et al., 2011; Poquita-Du et al., 2020). However, these patterns of downregulation in 

Actin following heat exposure were not found in the Porites sp. fragments of this thesis 

which would have meant that Actin could not have been chosen as a housekeeping 

gene. 
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It has been shown, that the photosystem efficiency of the symbionts decrease upon 

heat-stress exposure (Nielsen et al., 2018; Hoadley et al., 2019). The lack of 

photosynthetically produced nutrients might lead the host to get rid of the symbiont due 

to the lack of a full functioning symbiosis. In, yet unpublished data from this thesis´ 

fragments, while corals showed bleaching, their photosynthetic activity remained 

stable, which fits well with the results that there was no strong HSP70 upregulation 

observable within the symbionts. 

4.4 Outlook and conclusion 

In accordance with previous studies from the Thai Andaman Sea region, Porites sp. 

fragments showed different bleaching responses after short term heat stress 

treatment, regarding their site of origin. Fragments from the soliton exposed and high 

variability west shore had significantly less bleaching than coral fragments from the 

sheltered east shore. The methods used to measure bleaching responses were based 

on proxies for the abundance of symbiotic dinoflagellates living within the coral tissue. 

Such proxies were the tissue colour via image analysis using the Coral Health Chart 

and the ratio of symbiont to host housekeeping genes measured by qPCR. This thesis 

revealed that image analysis is a more sensitive method than the visual assessment 

with the trade-off of being more time consuming if not automatised. Furthermore, image 

analysis requires the adjustment lighting conditions and number of pictures taken to 

the respective coral species. Image analysis can be used as an extension of the use 

of the Coral Health Chart, especially in laboratory settings. The qPCR assessment of 

bleaching states correlated significantly with the results of visual assessment and 

image analysis. To further validate the qPCR technique, the next step would be to 

measure the decrease in symbiont abundance over time within a heat stress 

experiment and a sampling design of at least two timepoints. qPCR stress response 

analysis revealed significant upregulation in the expression of host heat shock protein 

HSP16 for west shore corals and solute carrier SLC26 for east shore corals suggesting 

these two genes as potential biomarkers for acute heat stress. Furthermore, the 

upregulation of the immunity gene SPON-2 in east shore corals and the lack of change 

in expression in symbiont heat shock protein HSP70 hints at the corals as the culprit 

behind the initiation of coral bleaching. 
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Supplementary material 

Supplementary 1: Mastermix for qPCR cell ratio assays and qPCR heat stress assay. 

Luna 7.5 µl 

Nuclease-free water 6 µl 

Forward Primer 0.25 µl 

Reverse Primer 0.25 µl 

DNA  1 µl 

Total 15 µl 

 

Supplementary 2: Mastermix to produce standards. 

GoTaqGreen Master Mix 2x 25 µl 

Nuclease-free water 8.333 µl 

Forward Primer [10µM] 0.833 µl 

Reverse Primer [10µM] 0.833 µl 

DNA 15 µl 

Total 50 µl 

  

Supplementary 3: Mastermix for qPCR heat stress assay. 

Luna 7.5 µl 

Nuclease-free water 4 µl 

Forward Primer 0.25 µl 

Reverse Primer 0.25 µl 

cDNA 3 µl 

Total 15 µl 

 

Supplementary 4: qPCR program for cell ratio assay. 

Step Temperature Duration Cycles 

Initial Denaturation 95°C 60s 1 

Denaturation 95°C 15s 40 

Amplification 56°C 30s 

Melting Curve Analysis 60 - 95°C - 1 
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Supplementary 5 : PCR program for producing standards. 

Step Temperature Duration Cycles 

Initial Denaturation 95°C 60s 1 

Denaturation 95°C 15s 30 

Amplification 60°C 30s 

 72°C 6min 1 

Melting Curve Analysis 12°C hold  

 

Supplementary 6 qPCR program for heat stress assay. 

Step Temperature Duration Cycles 

Initial Denaturation 95°C 60s 1 

Denaturation 95°C 15s 40 

Amplification 60°C 30s 

Melting Curve Analysis 60 - 95°C - 1 

 

Supplementary 7: Standards and their dilution steps. 

Assay Organism Gene Range [ng /µl] Dilution Efficiency 

Cell ratio 

Porites  Actin 150 – 0.9 1 : 3 90.80 % 

Symbiont  
Actin 150 – 0.9 1 : 3 93.25 % 

Cp23S 150 – 0.9 1 : 3 107.88 % 

Heat stress 

Porites Actin 6.45*10-5 - 1.03*10-7 1 : 5 109.84 % 

HSP16 1.75*10-6 - 2.79*10-9 1 : 5 91.59 % 

SLC26 1.35*10-6 - 2.16*10-9 1 : 5 91.37 % 

SPON-2 1.04*10-6 - 6.63*10-11 1 : 8 105.63 % 

Symbiont Actin 2.25*10-6 - 3.60*10-9 1 : 5 93.37 % 

HSP70 2.10*10-6 - 3.36*10-9 1 : 5 94.54 % 
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Supplementary 8: Exemplary picture of a Pocillopora sp. fragment. The shadows that the 
fragment has cast on itself prevented the assessment of img-BSc.   

 

 

Supplementary 9: Bootstrap Randomization tests were performed for the mean difference in 
∆-bleaching score (BScHEAT - BScAMBIENT) in all four bleaching score metrics (A-B for ∆img-BSc; 
C-D for ∆Act-BSC; E-F for ∆vis-BSc; G-H for ∆23S-BSc) between reef sites (RE or RW). Given an 
alpha of 0.05, P-values were calculated as values smaller than the true Δ-mean (dashed line) divided 
by 10,000 bootstraps. 
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Supplementary 10: Exemplary melting curve analysis of cp23S in cell ratio qPCR assay. Green 
curves represent melting curves of samples and the upper five standard concentrations. Pink curve 
represents the smallest standard concentration. Red curve represents negative control- 
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